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Abstract: The unmanned combat system-of-systems (UCSoS) in modern warfare is comprised of
various interconnected entities that work together to support mission accomplishment. The soaring
number of entities makes the UCSoS fragile and susceptible to triggering cascading effects when
exposed to uncertain disturbances such as attacks or failures. Reconfiguring the UCSoS to restore
its effectiveness in a self-coordinated and adaptive manner based on the battlefield situation and
operational requirements has attracted increasing attention. In this paper, we focus on the UCSoS
reconstruction with heterogeneous costs, where the collaboration nodes may have different recon-
struction costs. Specifically, we adopt the heterogeneous network to capture the interdependencies
among combat entities and propose a more representative metric to evaluate the UCSoS reconstruc-
tion effectiveness. Next, we model the combat network reconstruction problem with heterogeneous
costs as a nonlinear optimization problem and prove its NP-hardness. Then, we propose an approach
called SoS-Restorer, which is based on deep reinforcement learning (DRL), to address the UCSoS
reconstruction problem. The results show that SoS-Restorer can quickly generate reconstruction
strategies and improve the operational capabilities of the UCSoS by about 20∼60% compared to the
baseline algorithm. Furthermore, even when the size of the UCSoS exceeds that of the training data,
SoS-Restorer exhibits robust generalization capability and can efficiently produce satisfactory results
in real time.

Keywords: unmanned combat system-of-systems; heterogeneous cost; optimal reconstruction
strategy; deep reinforcement learning

MSC: 90-10

1. Introduction

The rapid development of data links, satellite communications, and other technological
innovations have changed the operational patterns of modern warfare. As a unique oper-
ational concept, mosaic warfare aims to realize the autonomous collaboration of various
types of combat entities and construct an on-demand integrated, highly flexible, and adapt-
able system-of-systems (SoS) to meet the requirements of combat tasks [1,2]. The UCSoS
concept refers to the integrated use of various homogeneous or heterogeneous unmanned
combat platforms, including unmanned aircraft, unmanned vehicles, and unmanned under-
water vehicles, to create a new form of distributed, networked, and collaborative combat
force [3–5]. Under the mosaic warfare concept, the relationship between different combat
entities in the UCSoS is no longer fixed but adaptively transformed based on combat tasks
and evolving battlefield situations.

The UCSoS is susceptible to interference in hostile battlefields [6], e.g., being attacked,
loss of communication between members, and malfunction [7], especially when critical
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entities are destroyed, resulting in a significant decrease in the operational capability of
the UCSoS. Due to the high development cost of combat entities, it is often difficult to
produce more combat entities to replace the destroyed entities. Furthermore, repairing
destroyed entities in a confrontational environment is difficult, making redundancy or
repair strategies less likely to improve operational capability. To address these issues,
researchers focus on the information flow between entities in the UCSoS and propose
the dynamic reconstruction of the collaborative relationship between entities [8–11]. This
method reconfigures the collaborative relationships of surviving entities to maintain reliable
operational capabilities so that the UCSoS can regain the operational loop of observation,
orientation, decision-making, and action (OODA) again and achieve efficient decision-
centered operations. There are related studies that refer to the UCSoS reconstruction
process as system-of-systems (SoS) resilience [12].

However, regarding the current research advancements in the reconstruction of the
entity link relationship, most studies assume that the reconstruction costs of all links are
identical. Hence, the total reconstruction cost is only limited by the number of added edges.
In fact, the reconstruction cost corresponding to added edges may be heterogeneous. In
general, the reconstruction cost of edges is mainly related to the operational capabilities
of the entities connected by the edges. For instance, the cost of collaboration between two
highly capable aircraft is often much higher than the cost of collaboration between two
soldiers. In the case of the limited reconstructed resources and environment, it is both
realistic and meaningful to consider the inclusion of heterogeneous costs in the strategy or
model. In this paper, we focus on the problem of UCSoS reconstruction with heterogeneous
costs. Our goal is to determine how to balance the reconstruction efficiency against the
reconstruction cost, and to quickly find the optimal reconstruction strategy.

Nevertheless, it will face the following challenges when solving the UCSoS reconstruc-
tion problem with heterogeneous costs: (i) How to evaluate the effect of UCSoS reconstruction?
There are often dependencies, connections, and interactions between entities in the UCSoS
that show distinct functional and emergent characteristics at the SoS level. [13]. Thus, the
method used to describe the characteristics of the UCSoS and the metric used to measure
the effect of the reconstruction will directly determine the cost allocation strategy. (ii) How to
balance the reconstruction efficiency against the reconstruction cost? Usually, reconstructing the
edges between the nodes with higher capability can effectively restore the operational ca-
pability, but it will also consume higher costs. A reasonable reconstruction strategy should
find the optimal edge or the edge with lower cost, and the reconstruction may improve the
UCSoS performance more. However, the existing methods that focus on homogeneous cost
make it difficult to find a low-cost and efficient set of key edges. (iii) How to quickly generate
reconstruction strategies in uncertain and large-scale scenes? In real battlefield scenarios, due
to the inability to know which nodes in the UCSoS will be attacked by the adversary, the
obtained fragmented structure of the UCSoS is uncertain. It is challenging to readjust the
connection between surviving combat entities in real time based on the current state of
the UCSoS. In addition, the UCSoS reconstruction problem is essentially a variant of the
portfolio decision problem [14,15], which means that the UCSoS reconstruction problem is a
combinatorial optimization problem and also an NP-hard problem. Traditional algorithms,
such as approximation algorithms and metaheuristic algorithms, are usually used to solve
the portfolio decision problem, but it is difficult to achieve a satisfactory balance between
solution time and solution quality in large-scale cases. In summary, designing a solu-
tion approach for UCSoS reconstruction that solves the above problems is both attractive
and challenging.

Inspired by recent advances in solving large-scale optimization problems using deep
reinforcement learning [16–18], we propose a novel method called DRL-Restorer to solve
the UCSoS reconstruction problem with heterogeneous costs as quickly and accurately as
possible. This method integrates deep learning and the performance recovery of UCSoS to
make decisions more intelligent. In summary, the main achievements of this paper can be
summarized as follows:
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• We treat the UCSoS as a heterogeneous combat network (HCN) and incorporate the cost
of edge reconstruction into the UCSoS reconstruction problem. The HCN reconstruction
problem with heterogeneous costs is formulated as a nonlinear optimization problem.

• A task-oriented UCSoS operational capability metric is proposed to comprehensively
consider the coverage and balance of striking enemy targets and the operational
capability of the force. The metric can effectively describe the operational effectiveness
of the UCSoS and provide an optimization goal for the reconstructed model.

• We propose an innovative approach to the UCSoS reconstruction problem called DRL-
Restorer, which uses a deep neural network and the actor-critic algorithm to generate
the optimal solution in real time. The proposed method is more suitable for dynamic
combat scenarios that require real-time UCSoS reconstruction.

• With extensive experiments, the results demonstrate that DRL-Restorer exhibits
significant advantages over the benchmark algorithm in terms of solution quality
and scalability, while also finding optimal reconstruction strategies in a remarkably
short time.

This remainder is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related work focusing
on the UCSoS reconstruction and deep reinforcement learning. Section 3 presents the
heterogeneous network model and the operational capability measure of the UCSoS. The
problem of UCSoS reconstruction and the mathematical model are presented in Section 4.
Then, the SoS-Restorer method is described in detail in Section 5. Experimental results
are performed to verify the proposed approach in Section 6. Finally, the conclusion of this
paper is given in Section 7.

2. Related Work

In this section, we first review the related work on UCSoS reconstruction. Then, we present
the application of deep reinforcement learning to combinatorial optimization problems.

2.1. UCSoS Reconstruction

Recently, many scholars have studied the development of combat networks and UC-
SoS, but the results are mixed. Li et al. conducted a series of studies on heterogeneous
combat networks, including HCN robustness [19], HCN operational capability disintegra-
tion [20], and temporal combat network operational capability evaluation [21]. The above
studies consider the weakening of combat network capabilities in various attack scenarios
and propose protection measures for critical entities to enhance the resilience of the UCSoS.
However, the study fails to mention methods for restoring the operational capability of the
UCSoS under disruptive conditions such as malfunctions or failures. Establishing system
or functional redundancy, using backup nodes or parallel functional paths to replace failed
nodes or subsystems, is a common strategy for restoring the efficiency of a failed SoS. A
system reliability optimization model based on a hybrid redundancy strategy has been
proposed by Zhang et al. [22]. Levitin et al. [23] optimized the number of components
of an active redundancy system that performs a mission with multiple attempts. Peiravi
et al. [24] proposed a redundancy allocation strategy that aims to increase system reliability
by determining the most appropriate time for reconfiguration and activating an optimal
number of components. However, in adversarial battlefields, the reasons for disrupting
the UCSoS have become increasingly ambiguous and unpredictable [25]. In addition, the
high cost of producing redundant combat units makes it difficult to counter interference
through the implementation of redundancy strategies. A strategy is then proposed that
leverages the collaborative relationships among surviving nodes to restore operational
capability. In response to stochastic external disturbances and dynamic reconfiguration,
Chen et al. [9] presented a mission reliability model for unmanned weapon SoS based
on the operational loop. Sun et al. [10] proposed a method framework called UCSoS au-
tonomous decision-making to enable SoS with reconfiguration capability amidst battlefield
disturbances. Zhong et al. [26] aimed to restructure the collaborative relationships between
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network nodes and optimize the selection of kill chains in the operational system, thereby
enhancing its resilience to disruptions.

However, despite existing research that considers the reconstruction of cooperation
relationships between entities to restore reliable operational capability, these studies mostly
ignore the heterogeneity of costs required to achieve synergies between different entities
and their impact on the reconstruction problem. Furthermore, these studies are limited to
addressing small-scale issues that improve the resilience of the SoS. However, the battle-
fields of the future will be composed of massive unmanned systems, which urgently require
an algorithmic design that efficiently addresses the problem of UCSoS reconstruction in
large-scale scenarios. The summary of the UCSoS reconstruction problem is shown in
Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of the UCSoS reconstruction problem.

Reference Research Content Research Deficiencies

References [19–21]
Evaluate and disintegrate the

operational capabilities of
the UCSoS

No mention of how to restore
the operational capabilities of

the UCSoS

References [22–24]
Adopt a redundancy strategy
to restore the efficiency of the

failed SoS

Too expensive for UCSoS to
build a redundancy strategy

References [9,10,26]

Reconstruct the collaborative
relationship between survival
combat entities to restore the

operational capabilities of
the UCSoS

Ignore the heterogeneity of
collaboration costs between

different entities

2.2. Deep Reinforcement Learning in Combinatorial Optimization Problems

Combinatorial optimization problems (COP) have wide applications in various fields,
including national security, industrial manufacturing, and intelligent transportation [27].
These problems involve finding the best solution from a finite set of objects and are known to
be NP-hard. Examples of common COP include the traveling salesman problem (TSP) [28],
the knapsack problem [29], and the job-shop scheduling problem [30]. The traditional
approach to solving COP mainly uses exact techniques [31] and approximate methods [32].
However, traditional approaches struggle to quickly generate optimal COP solutions as the
complexity of real-world problems increases and the demand for real-time solutions grows.
In addition, these traditional methods rely on iterative search algorithms and cannot learn
from historical data. Consequently, any change in data for the same problem requires a
new search and solution process, increasing computational complexity.

To tackle these challenges, researchers have proposed a new paradigm for solving
COP [33] using end-to-end DRL: training a deep neural network to generate solutions to
the given problem. The parameters of the neural network are typically optimized by using
a set of problem instances that are in the same category as the problem.

First, Hopfield et al. [34] presented the application of neural networks in solving
COP by performing experiments on a small TSP problem. However, in a fresh instance
of the TSP problem, there is a need for re-training of the neural network parameters,
which has no advantage over heuristic methods. To address this problem, Vinyals et al.
proposed a sequence-to-sequence approach, i.e., the famous pointer network model [35],
which achieved satisfactory results and triggered a wave of using deep neural networks
to tackle COP. Due to the challenge of obtaining training labels for supervised learning
methods, Bello et al. [36] used reinforcement learning to train the pointer network model
and incorporated a critic network as a reference point to reduce training variance, which
demonstrated its scalability in solving TSP and KnapSack problems. On the contrary, when
it comes to tackling COP using a graph structure such as the minimum vertex cover problem
(MVC), Dai first introduced a graph neural network called structure2vec to solve COP [37].
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Furthermore, Li et al. [38] employed graph convolutional networks (GCN) and guided tree
search techniques to tackle both the MVC and maximum independent set problems (MIS).
This approach effectively handles scenarios where multiple optimal solutions exist. The
summary of the DRL method for COP is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Summary of the DRL method for COP.

Reference Model Training Method Solving Problems

Reference [35] Pointer network Supervised training TSP problem

Reference [36] Pointer network REINFORCE and
critic baseline

TSP and KnapSack
problems

Reference [37] Structure2vec DQN MVC problem

Reference [38] GCN Guided tree search MVC and MIS
problems

Although the DRL method has been successfully applied to other combinatorial
optimization problems, it faces specific challenges when dealing with the UCSoS recon-
struction problem. Therefore, an appropriate design in addition to the basic methods of
DRL is needed.

3. UCSoS Model

In this section, we review the heterogeneous network model of UCSoS and then
propose the operational capability measurement method of UCSoS.

3.1. Heterogeneous Network Model of UCSoS

Definition 1 ([39] Heterogeneous Network). Given a network G = (V, E), where V denotes the
set of nodes and E denotes the set of edges. Define two types of mapping functions, (i) φ : V → A,
where for each node v ∈ V there exists a certain node type φ(v) ∈ A, (ii) Ψ : E → R, where for
each edge e ∈ E there exists a specific link type Ψ(e) ∈ R. If the number of node types |A| > 1 or
the number of link types |R| > 1, then G is considered a heterogeneous network.

Definition 2 ([40] Meta-Path). For a heterogeneous network G, the meta-path P can be described
as a path based on the network schema TG = (A,R), which represents a series of links between

nodes A1 and Al+1: A1
R1−→ . . .

Rl−→ Al+1, where node types Ai ∈ A, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . l + 1}, and
link types Ri ∈ R, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . l}.

According to Cares’s information age combat model [41], the UCSoS entities can be
divided into four types based on their different functions on the battlefield:

• Sensor Entities (S): entities that carry out reconnaissance, detection, and early warn-
ing assignments.

• Decider entities (D): entities that carry out command and control missions.
• Influence entities (I): entities that carry out the precision strike, fire damage, and

electronic interference functions.
• Target entities (T): enemy combat entities, including sensors, deciders, and influence

entities, can all be considered targets on the battlefield.

A military engagement is a loop process in which the enemy target is detected by the
sensor entities (T → S) and the information from the enemy target is transmitted to the
decider entities for information analysis (S → D); the decider entities make operational
decisions and give the order to fire at the influence entities (D → I); then the influence
entities execute the orders and attack the enemy targets (I → T). Therefore, the concept of
an operation loop is introduced based on the four entities of the UCSoS, and the operation
loop can be divided into basic and generalized categories based on the number of entities.
The basic operation loop contains only a sensor entity (S), a decider entity (D), an influence
entity (I), and an enemy target (T) to fulfill the processes of observation, orientation,
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decision-making, and action, which can be formed as T → S→ D → I → T. In contrast,
the generalized operational loop considers additional types of links, such as information
sharing between sensor entities (S→ S) and between decider entities (D → D). Figure 1
shows four types of operational loops.

T S ID

(a) Basic operation loop

T S S D I

(b) Generalized operation loop

T S D D I

(c) Generalized operation loop

T S S D D I

(d) Generalized operation loop

Figure 1. Four types of operational loops. Different types of entities are represented by graphics of
different colors.

Based on the above, a UCSoS can be abstracted as a heterogeneous combat network
G = (V, E), where V = S∪D∪ I ∪ T = {v1, v2, . . . , vN} is a node set representing entities of
the UCSoS, and the edge set E = ES→S ∪ ES→D ∪ ED→D ∪ ED→I ∪ EI→T ∪ ET→S =

{
eij
}

is
the flow of information between entity vi and vj. We consider different types of entities pos-
sessing distinct capabilities during the operation process: (i) sensor entities: reconnaissance
capability; (ii) decider entities: decision-making capability; (iii) influence entities: strike
capability; (iv) target entities: anti-reconnaissance capability.

3.2. Operational Capability Measurement of UCSoS

The operational loop depicts a full operational trajectory from reconnaissance to enemy
target destruction, with each loop representing a mode of attack or kill chain against the
target. The greater the number of operational loops constructed against the target, the more
diverse the methods available to destroy the target entity [42]. Thus, we can measure the
operational capability of the UCSoS by analyzing and synthesizing the capabilities of all
the operational loops in the UCSoS.

For an operational loop consisting of multiple sensor (decider and influence) nodes,
the reconnaissance (decision-making and strike) capability of the operational loop can
be considered to be the sum of the capabilities of these sensor (decider and influence)
nodes. Let lj be an operational loop including a target node vt, a sensor node set S = {vs},
a decider node set D = {vd}, and an influence node set I = {vi}, then the operational
capability of lj can be expressed as follows according to Ref. [21]:

U
(
lj
)
=

1∣∣lj
∣∣ × q(vt)× ∑

vs∈S
q(vs)× ∑

vd∈D
q(vd)× ∑

vi∈I
q(vi) (1)

where
∣∣lj
∣∣ is the length of the operational loop. q(vs), q(vd), and q(vi) denote the capability

values of our equipment, while q(vt) represents the anti-reconnaissance capability values
of the target entities.

For an HCN G with a set of operational loops LG =
{

lj
}

, the usual approach to
evaluating its operational capability f (G) is by the weighted summation method, which is
computed using Equation (2):

f (G) = ∑
vt∈T

∑
lj∈LG

w(vt)×U(lj) (2)

where w(vt) represents the weight of the target node in the lj loop.
However, using Equation (2) to calculate the operational capability of UCSoS often

poses a problem: most of our weapons will focus on the target nodes with higher weights,
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while ignoring the coverage and balance of the destruction of enemy targets. As shown in
Figure 2, the operational capability of the HCN constructed in the two scenarios is the same.
However, compared to scenario 1, the operational loop constructed in scenario 2 can cover
more enemy targets (T1 and T2), which means we can destroy more enemy combat forces
and the chance of victory is greater. Therefore, when evaluating the operational capability
of HCN, the range for attacking enemy targets should also be considered. Thus, we have

Γ(G) = f (G)× ∑
vt∈T

σ(vt) (3)

where σ(vt) is a binary variable used to determine whether the target node vt is inside
the loop. If it is, then σ(vt) = 1; otherwise it is equal to 0. Obviously, the operational
capability of scenario 1 and scenario 2 in Figure 2 calculated by Equation (3) is 3.90 and
7.80, respectively. Higher values correspond to a more destructive operational effect.

(a) Scenario 1

I1

I2

T1 T2

S2

S1

D1 D2

6

5

4

3

7

22
7

6

𝜔1 = 0.5 𝜔2 = 0.5

(b) Scenario 2

I1

I2

T1 T2

S2

S1

D1 D2

6

5

4

3

7

22
7

6

𝜔1 = 0.5 𝜔2 = 0.5

Figure 2. Two different scenarios for the construction of HCN. The color bar represents the capability
value of the node. w1 and w2 represent the weights of the target nodes T1 and T2, respectively.
(a) In scenario 1, two operational loops T1→ S1→ D1→ I1→ T1 and T1→ S2→ D2→ I2→ T1
are constructed for target T1. The operational capability of HCN calculated by Equation (2) is 3.90.
(b) In scenario 2, the operational loops T1→ S1→ D1→ I1→ T1 and T2→ S2→ D2→ I2→ T2
are constructed for target T1 and T2, respectively. The operational capability of HCN calculated by
Equation (2) is 3.90.

4. UCSoS Reconstruction Problem with Heterogeneous Costs

In this section, we present the mathematical model of the UCSoS reconstruction
problem with heterogeneous costs, including the problem illustration, problem model, and
complexity analysis.

4.1. Problem Illustration

Battlefield strategy requires the integrated and synchronized use of all relevant ca-
pabilities in response to changes in posture. As the disrupted entities on the battlefield
are difficult to repair, the cooperative relationship of the surviving entities can be locally
reorganized to enhance the combat effectiveness of the UCSoS. Figure 3 illustrates the
diagram of the UCSoS reconstruction process.
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Reconstructed HCN

(a) Reconstruction strategy 1

𝛤 𝐺 : 32 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡: 29

Reconstructed HCN

(b) Reconstruction strategy 2

𝛤 𝐺 : 17 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡: 20

𝑆1
122 5 64 2

7

𝐷1 𝐼1 𝐼2 𝐼3 𝑇1 𝑇2

Node 

capability

Disrupted node

Candidate link

Information flow link

Collaborative link

Collaborative cost

Total budget

D1

I3

T1 T2

11

96

32

3

20

S1 I1 I2

I1

D1

S1 I2

T2T1

D1

I3

T1 T2

11

96

32

3

20

S1 I1 I2

I1

D1

S1 I2

T2T1

20

Figure 3. Two different reconstruction strategies. (a) The link set
{

ED1→I1 , ED1→I2 , EI1→T1 , EI2→T2
}

is
chosen to reconstruct the broken network. The cost of reconstruction and the network performance
after reconstruction are 29 and 32, respectively. (b) The link set

{
ED1→I1 , ED1→I2 , EI1→T2 , EI2→T1

}
is

chosen to reconstruct the broken network. The cost of reconstruction and the network performance
after reconstruction are 20 and 17, respectively.

As shown in Figure 3, there is a UCSoS composed of a sensor node, a decider node,
three influence nodes, and two target nodes. Each node in the UCSoS has different ca-
pability values. Without loss of generality, the capabilities of {S1, D1, I1, I2, I3, T1, T2}
are {2, 4, 2, 5, 7, 1, 6}, respectively. Unfortunately, node I3 is attacked by the enemy, re-
sulting in the inability to form a complete operational loop against the targets T1 and
T2. We assume that once an entity is attacked, the edges connected to the entity are
deleted. At this point, we can add the cooperative relationship between the surviving
entities to form the operational loop. Currently, there are six candidate links and the
construction of each link requires different costs. The collaboration costs of the links{

ED1→I1 , ED1→I2 , EI1→T1 , EI1→T2 , EI2→T1 , EI2→T2
}

are {6, 9, 3, 3, 2, 11}, respectively.
There are two different cost allocation strategies for reconstructing the UCSoS. In

strategy 1, the links
{

ED1→I1 , ED1→I2 , EI1→T1 , EI2→T2
}

are added to the previous UCSoS
with a total cost of 29. In strategy 2, the links

{
ED1→I1 , ED1→I2 , EI1→T2 , EI2→T1

}
are added

to the previous UCSoS with a total cost of 20. With Equation (3), we can easily calculate
that the operational capabilities of the UCSoS after executing strategies 1 and 2 are 32 and
17, respectively. However, despite the superior reconstruction effectiveness of strategy 1,
it cannot ultimately be implemented because the reconstruction cost exceeds the budget
(29 ≥ 20).

Through the above examples, the problem of UCSoS reconstruction can be for-
mally defined.

Definition 3. Given a broken heterogeneous UCSoS G0 = (V, E0), where each node has a force
type and a capability value. Suppose that the network of G0 with all candidate edges added can
be represented by G1 = (V, E1). Therefore, the set of candidate links E2 is equal to E1 − E0 and
the construction of each link requires a cost. Then, the UCSoS reconstruction problem is to add
appropriate links to G0 from the set of candidate links E2 at finite cost, so as to maximize the
operational capability of the UCSoS.

4.2. Problem Model

According to the above problem illustration, the optimization model of the UCSoS
reconstruction problem can be established.

The broken UCSoS can be described as a heterogeneous combat network G0 = (V, E0)
with node set V = {v1, v2, . . . , vN} and edge set E0 =

{
eij
}

, ∀i, j ∈ V. Define the adjacency
matrix of G0 as A(G0) = (aij)N×N , where aij = 1 if vj is connected to vi. The state of the
node vi can be described by a tuple vi := ⟨ti, qi, rin

i , rout
i ⟩. Specifically, (i) ti represents the

type of force of node vi, (ii) qi denotes the capability of node vi to correspond to the type of
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force, and (iii) rin
i and rout

i represent the maximum amount of information the node vi can
receive and send, respectively. In general, the larger the operational capability of a node,
the more information it can receive or send:

rin
i = αiqi, i = 1, · · · , N, αi > 0 (4)

rout
i = βiqi, i = 1, · · · , N, βi > 0 (5)

where αi and βi are random disturbance values, indicating that external factors such as
electromagnetic interference affect the throughput of nodes.

In this paper, reconstruction methods only consider the edge increase strategy. Gener-
ally, the collaborative cost between nodes is related to the capability between nodes. The
nodes with higher capability imply their higher importance on the battlefield, requiring
more manpower and material resources for protection against enemy interference, which
eventually leads to an increase in the cost of cooperation between nodes. Assuming that
cij is the cost of collaboration between nodes vi and vj, then the calculation formula is
as follows:

cij =

( qi + qj

2

)p
(6)

where p ≥ 0 is called the cost-sensitive parameter. The reconstruction cost cij of each
edge is identical when p = 0. The larger p value implies that such a reconstruction cost is
more sensitive.

Let G1 = (V, E1) be a fully connected network formed by adding all candidate edges to
G0. We denote the set of added links by Ê ⊆ E1 − E0, and the network after reconstruction
by Ĝ = (V, E0 + Ê). Let n =

∣∣Ê∣∣ denote the reconstruction strength. The reconstruction
strategy is denoted by X = (xij)N×N , where xij = 1 if eij ∈ Ê; otherwise, xij = 0. Then,
we have

n =
N

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

xij (7)

It is easy to see that the cost of the reconstruction strategy X should satisfy the
following constraints:

N

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

xijcij ≤ Cmax (8)

where Cmax is the total budget for reconstruction costs.
To ensure that the number of received messages for our equipment after reconstruction

does not exceed its maximum value, we have

N

∑
i=1

(aij + xij) ≤ rin
i , ∀j (9)

To make sure that the number of messages sent by our equipment after reconstruction
does not exceed its maximum value, we have

N

∑
j=1

(aij + xij) ≤ rout
i , ∀i (10)

As introduced in Section 3.2, we define the effect of the reconstruction strategy as the

increase of the operational capability after edge addition Φ(X) = Γ(Ĝ)−Γ(G0)
Γ(G1)

. The objective
of UCSoS reconstruction is to find a set of reconstruction strategies X∗ that can maximize
the recovery of the operational capability of UCSoS.

To sum up, the optimization model for the reconstruction problem defined in Definition 3
can be denoted as follows:
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max Φ(X = (xij)N×N)

s.t. (1) ∼ (10)
(11)

4.3. Complexity Analysis

To prove that the UCSoS reconstruction problem characterized by Model (11) is NP-
hard, we first present the definition of a well-known NPC problem, i.e., the 0-1 backpack
problem [43].

Definition 4. The 0–1 backpack problem involves two sets of non-negative integers,
C = {c1, c2, ..., cm} and U = {u1, u2, ..., um}, together with an integer b. The goal is to de-
cide whether a subset s ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , m} exists such that ∑

j∈s
cj ≤ b and ∑

j∈s
uj is maximized.

Theorem 1. The UCSoS reconstruction problem formulated in Model (11) is NP-hard.

Proof. Assuming that there are three integer values {qT , qD, qI}, then we can construct a
special UCSoS problem case from a 0-1 backpack problem instance. As shown in Figure 4,
the UCSoS G0 is composed of a target entity T1, a decider entity D1, an influence entity
I1, m + 1 sensor entities {S0, S1, S2, ..., Sm}, and total budget Cmax. Initially, there is only
one meta-path in the UCSoS, i.e., T1 → S1 → D1 → I1. {qT , qD, qI} represent the node
capabilities of {T1, D1, I1}, respectively. qSi represents the node capability of Si. Then the
operational capability of the UCSoS G0 is

Γ(G0) = f (G) =
1
3
× qT × qS0 × qD × qA (12)

I1

T1

D1

S2 S0

S1

Sm

Figure 4. A simple example to show that the UCSoS reconstruction problem is NP-hard.

Next, assume that node S0 in Figure 4 is destroyed and the cost-sensitive parameter
p = 1. Then the cost of absorbing the nodes {S1, S2, ..., Sm} into the UCSoS G0 is { qT+qS1

2 +
qS1

+qD
2 ,

qT+qS2
2 +

qS2+qD
2 , ..., qT+qSm

2 +
qSm+qD

2 }.
The optimization objective of model 11 is to maximize Φ(X) = Γ(Ĝ)−Γ(G0)

Γ(G1)
, which

equals to maximize Γ(Ĝ), i.e.,

Γ(Ĝ) =
1
3
× qT × ∑

Si∈Ŝ

qSi × qD × qA (13)

where Ŝ represents the newly added sensor nodes. Furthermore, maximizing Γ(Ĝ) equals
to maximizing ∑Si∈Ŝ qSi . In other words, the UCSoS problem instance G0 can be reduced
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to a 0-1 backpack problem defined in Definition 4, where C = { qT+qS1
2 +

qS1
+qD
2 ,

qT+qS2
2 +

qS2+qD
2 , ..., qT+qSm

2 +
qSm+qD

2 }, U = {qS1 , qS2 , ..., qSm} and b = Cmax. As the 0-1 backpack
problem is NPC, the UCSoS reconstruction problem formulated in Model (11) is NP-
hard.

5. The Design of SoS-Restorer

In this section, we propose the deep learning-based approach SoS-Restorer to find
the optimal solution for the UCSoS reconstruction problem. First, we present the overall
framework of SoS-Restorer with severe-key procedures. Next, we describe the structure
of the encoder-decoder neural network with an attention mechanism. Finally, we give the
specific training procedure of SoS-Restorer.

5.1. General Overview

A complex UCSoS reconstruction problem can be viewed as a Markov decision process
(MDP) [44]. At each iteration step, the agent selects a link from the optional link set as
an action based on the current state and updates the state. In addition, the DRL method
excels in executing sequential decision tasks without prior domain knowledge about the
system [45], so it is appropriate to choose the DRL method to solve the problem of UCSoS
reconstruction. In this paper, we use the famous actor-critic (AC) [46] method in DRL.
In the AC method, actors are tasked with developing strategies to optimize cumulative
returns. At the same time, the critic evaluates the actor-generated strategy and provides a
value function to facilitate strategy updates. As illustrated in Figure 5, the SoS-Restorer
solution process includes three stages: preparation, selection, and mapping.

Input

link m=node i + node j

1. Preparation

2. Selection

3. Mapping

Initial

Solution

Gradient

NN links

Select 

Link y(k)

Attention

Encoder Decoder

Attention

Encoder Decoder

Actor 

network

Baseline

Select 

Link y(1)

Critic 

network

Parameters

Selected 

Link Set 

Output

Figure 5. The general framework of SoS-Restorer. In the preparation stage, for a broken UC-
SoS with N nodes, any two nodes are connected to form N × N links. In the selection stage, we
will select the solution to the link composition problem with the highest probability based on the
deep neural network model until a complete solution is constructed. In the mapping phase, by
mapping the selected link to the broken UCSoS, we can calculate the operational capability of the
reconstructed UCSoS.

5.1.1. Stage I: Preparation

In the preparation stage, we pair the N surviving nodes currently distributed on the
battlefield, resulting in the generation of N × N links. As shown in Figure 6, each link
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consists of two nodes and can be viewed as an optional candidate action. In particular, the
link Lk can be represented as Lk := ⟨vi, vj⟩, which means that the node vi collaborates with
the node vj.

V1

V1

V1

V2

VN

VN

Link 1 Link 2 Link NN

Figure 6. Input structure of the UCSoS reconstruction problem. The information contained in the
input sequence link contains the input information of two nodes.

5.1.2. Stage II: Selection

In the selection stage, the neural network consisting of an encoder, decoder, and
attention mechanism is used to output the optimal solution to the reconstruction problem.
First, the encoder extracts the feature information of all the candidate links and generates
their embedding vectors (i.e., high-dimensional vectors). These embedding vectors are then
passed to the decoder as input to the decoding process. The decoding process aims to select
the optimal subset of links from the candidate link set to form a solution to the problem. In
each decoding step, we combine the decoder and the attention mechanism to compute the
probability of each candidate link being selected, and then the agent selects the link with
the largest probability as the action of that step. Once a link is selected, it is removed from
the candidate link set. The above operation is repeated until the maximum reconstruction
cost budget constraint is reached. The neural network architecture is described in detail
in Section 5.2, while the training process of the neural network parameters is presented in
Section 5.3.

5.1.3. Stage III: Mapping

After the selection phase, we can obtain the selected set of links. By mapping the
selected links to the broken UCSoS, we can easily obtain the structure of the reconstructed
UCSoS, and then calculate the reconstruction effect through the objective function Φ.

A key issue when using the DRL method is how to design the state, action, and
reward functions. In our problem, we define the state S as the set of selected links. At
time t, if the agent has already selected t− 1 links, then the state of the environment can
be represented as st = {L1,L2, ...,Lt−1}, st ∈ S. When designing the action space, we
consider the selection of a link as an action, so the size of the action space is obviously
N × N. Furthermore, the definition of the reward function is identical to the objective
function of the optimization problem, which is the operational capability value of the
UCSoS after reconstruction.

Through the above design of the SoS-Restorer, we can easily obtain the solution to
the UCSoS reconstruction problem. During the training phase, we use the reward value
of the solution as feedback provided from the environment to perform backpropagation
and adjust the network parameters. Once the loss value of the network parameters and
the reconstruction solution stabilize or meet our expectations, we can obtain a well-trained
network structure. During the application phase, we can use the trained network to quickly
find the optimal solution to the reconstruction problem by inputting the broken UCSoS
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and the reconstruction budget information. As shown in Figure 7, the main steps of the
proposed SoS-Restorer method can be summarized as follows:

• Step 1: Initialize the trained parameters of the deep neural network, the fragmented
UCSoS structure, and the total reconstruction budget.

• Step 2: The nodes in the fragmented UCSoS are paired in pairs to generate candidate links.
• Step 3: Termination condition: The iteration stops when the sum of costs for selected

links exceeds the total reconstruction budget.
• Step 4: According to the deep neural network, calculate the probability of selecting

each node.
• Step 5: Select the link with the highest probability using a greedy strategy.
• Step 6: If the termination condition is not met, go to step 3.

Start

Initialize model parameters 

and problems

Generate candidate links

Calculating the probability 

of selecting each link

Select the link with a 

greedy policy

Termi

nation?

End

Figure 7. The flowchart of the proposed SoS-Restorer.

5.2. The Neural Network Architecture Model

Recently, in the field of natural language processing, Vinyals et al. proposed a pointer
network architecture based on the sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) model to solve COP
tasks [47], which shows remarkable progress in terms of solution speed and quality. Both
the encoder and the decoder of the pointer network use recurrent neural networks (RNNs).
Inspired by the pointer network model, we propose a neural network architecture to
address the UCSoS reconstruction problem. The neural network architecture in the AC
framework consists of an encoder, a decoder, and attention components, as depicted in
Figure 8.
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Embedding

Attention

Query

Softmax

Mask

Output

Input

Encoder Decoder

ℒ𝑁𝑁ℒ1 ℒ2

𝑒𝑁𝑁𝑒1 𝑒2

Attention

𝑝(𝜋𝑡|𝜋1, 𝜋2, … , 𝜋𝑡−1)

𝜋𝑡−1
𝑑𝑡−1 𝑑𝑡+1𝑑𝑡

Figure 8. Our neural network architecture model. The encoder extracts features of input links through
the CNN network, while the RNN decoder is responsible for storing information about the decoding
sequence. The attention mechanism is used to generate the probability distribution for the next input
based on the RNN hidden state and the embedded information.

5.2.1. The Encoder

The role of the encoder is to learn all the features of the input sequence, enabling the
agent to comprehend the representation of each link. In pointer networks, the encoder
adopts the RNN structure, which effectively captures the sequential information of the
input sequence. However, for the UCSoS reconstruction problem, the input order of the
links does not provide any valuable information since any random permutation contains
the same information as the original input. Thus, to reduce computational complexity with-
out compromising efficiency, one-dimensional convolutional neural networks (CNN) are
used as the encoding neural networks. Specifically, each input link Li is encoded and trans-
formed into ei, thereby generating a (N ∗N)× dh-dimensional matrix E = {e1, e2, . . . , eNN},
where N ∗ N and dh represent the length of the input sequence and the dimensionality of
the target vector, respectively.

5.2.2. The Decoder

The task of the decoder is to convert the high-dimensional vector generated by the
encoder into the output sequence. Unlike the encoding stage, the decoding process needs
to consider the sequential output order of the selected links. Therefore, it is appropriate
to choose an RNN with a memory function as the decoding network. At each time step t,
the decoding network uses its previous hidden state dt−1 and input πt−1 (i.e., the output
sequence πt−1 at time step t− 1) to generate the current hidden state dt for querying by the
attention layer.

5.2.3. The Attention

The traditional Seq2Seq model is only suitable for dealing with problems where
the output dimensions are fixed, but it cannot deal with situations where the output
dimensions change dynamically. Fortunately, Vinyals has successfully incorporated the
attention mechanism into the Seq2Seq model, which effectively solves the problem of the
uncertain output dimension [35]. For the defined UCSoS reconstruction problem, when
the size of the UCSoS problem or the reconstruction budget is changed, the dimensions of
the output links will also change accordingly. Therefore, we also introduce the attention
mechanism into the neural network architecture.

As shown in Figure 8, the probability of selecting each link in the current step can be
computed using the attention mechanism. Specifically, at step t, the weighted sum of the
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hidden state dt and the embedding vector ej is computed, and then the result is passed
through the tanh activation function as shown in Equation (14):

ut
j = vTtanh(Waej + Wbdt), j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , NN} (14)

where the parameters v, Wa and Wb can be obtained through training.
To reduce the action space and improve model efficiency, we introduced a masking

mechanism during the problem-solving process of the neural network output. The mask
is used to determine whether each link can be selected and takes a value of either 0 or 1,
as follows:

maskt
j =

{
1 , if oj is valid at time t
0 , otherwise

(15)

Finally, the final probability distribution of each link at time step t is calculated by:

p(πt |π0, π1, . . . , πt−1, st) = so f tmax(ut + maskt) (16)

During the training phase, to ensure that the link with the lower probability has
a chance of being selected, we use importance sampling way to select the next action.
However, during the testing phase, we adopt a policy of greedily selecting the link with the
highest probability. The detailed algorithm of the proposed neural network architecture
model is presented in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Processing procedure of the SoS-Restorer.
Input: All link information L = {L1,L2, . . . ,LNN}
Output: The final output sequence Π = {π(t)}T

1
1 Calculate the embedding ei for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , NN} by the Encoder
2 Start current position π(0)← 0
3 for t = 1 : T do
4 Update the hidden layer state dt by the Decoder
5 Calculate the value ut

j for j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , NN}
6 Change the mask value maskt

j for j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , NN}
7 Calculate the output probability of each link

p(πt |π0, π1, . . . , πt−1, st) = so f tmax(ut + maskt)
8 π(t) = Greedy (p(πt |π0, π1, . . . , πt−1, st)) if choose greedy mode
9 end

5.3. Training Procedure

The AC framework consists of an actor network and a critic network. The actor
network, consisting of an encoder, a decoder, and an attention mechanism, which is a
modified version of the pointer network proposed in this article, aims to generate the
probability distribution of feasible actions at the current step. Meanwhile, the structure
of the critic network is similar to that of the encoder in the actor network and aims to
evaluate the state value of a given problem instance. Our goal is to obtain optimal network
parameters during the training phase to output the best reconstruction strategy during the
application phase.

In particular, if the actor network parameters are defined as θ and the input problem
instance is given as s, then the training goal of the actor network parameters can be
described as follows:

J(θ | s) = EΠ∼pθ(· | s)Φ(Π | s) (17)

where Φ(Π | s) represents the objective value of the optimal reconstructed link sequence Π
for problem instance s.

We train the network parameters using the classical policy gradient method [48]:
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∇θ J(θ | s) = EΠ∼pθ(· | s)[(Φ(Π | s)− b(s))∇θ log(pθ(Π | s))] (18)

where b(s) is a benchmark independent of Π that is used to estimate the expected value of
the problem instance s, with the goal of reducing training variance.

During training, the Monte Carlo technique is employed to sample problem instances
s1, s2, ..., sD ∼ S, and then the average value of these samples is computed as a substitute
for the expected value:

∇θ J(θ) ≈ 1
D

D

∑
i=1

(Φ(Πi | si)− b(si))∇θ log(pθ(Πi | si)) (19)

To enhance learning efficiency, it is appropriate to use a parameterized baseline to
estimate the objective. Therefore, we introduce an auxiliary network called the critic
network to learn the excepted objective value that is found by the current policy pθ given a
state. Let φ be the parameters of the critic network, and the loss of the critic network can be
obtained as follows:

I(φ) =
1
D

D

∑
i=1
∇φ

∥∥Φ(Πi | si)− bφ(si)
∥∥2 (20)

where bφ(si) is the output baseline of the critic.
In each iteration, we sequentially optimize the actor and critic parameters. The actor

parameters θ are updated based on the output of the critic, ensuring that the agent learns
appropriate strategies in a positive sense. The detailed iterative procedures are illustrated
in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Training process in the AC framework
Input: Training set S, training epoch E, initialize actor network parameter θ and critic

network parameter φ

Output: Optimal parameters θ∗, φ∗ after training
1 for epoch← 1, 2, . . . , E do
2 Sample D instances from S
3 for i← 1, 2, . . . , D do
4 Initialize t← 0
5 repeat
6 Select πi

t+1 based on the given probability distribution p(πi
t |πi

0, πi
1, . . . , πi

t, si
t)

7 Update state si
t+1 ← (si

t, yi
t+1)

8 t← t + 1
9 until satisfy iterative condition;

10 Calculate the objective value Φ(Πi | si) and estimated value bφ(si)

11 end
12 Update the parameters θ and φ:
13 dθ ← 1

D ∑D
i=1(Φ(Πi | si)− b(si))∇θ log(pθ(Πi | si))

14 dφ← 1
D ∑D

i=1∇φ(Φ(Πi | si)− bφ(si))
2

15 end

6. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we first describe the details of our simulation setup and benchmark
algorithms. Then, we conducted extensive experiments to evaluate the performance of the
proposed SoS-Restorer model. Finally, we summarize the experimental results.
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6.1. Simulation Setup
6.1.1. Dataset

As the UCSoS reconstruction problem formulated by Model (11) is a military prob-
lem, publicly available datasets are not currently available. Therefore, we generate the
dataset independently.

Specifically, the HCN was randomly generated based on the operational rules, con-
sisting of 40% sensor nodes, 30% decider nodes, 20% influence nodes, and 10% target
nodes. Six types of edges are used to represent the information interaction between nodes
in HCN. The capability values of the nodes are sampled from a uniform distribution [1, 2].
The random interference values αi and βi corresponding to node vi are randomly selected
from the interval

[
0, N

2

]
, where N is the number of nodes in the initially constructed net-

work. Meanwhile, the cost-sensitive parameter p is set to 1 to indicate a linear relationship
between the reconstruction cost of each edge and the capability of the corresponding node.

To validate the effectiveness of the SoS-Restorer method in restoring HCN capability,
we considered the random attack pattern as the disturbance condition to obtain fragmented
HCN. Since the complete removal of nodes of the same type would result in a reduction of
HCN capabilities to zero and prevent the construction of a new operational loop, we set
the number of randomly attacking HCN nodes as follows: removal of 40% of sensor nodes,
30% of decider nodes, and 20% of influence nodes.

6.1.2. Hyperparameter Setting

For the actor network, all experiments use a single-layer 1D convolutional network as
the encoder and a single hidden-layer GRU recurrent neural network as the decoder. The
number of hidden nodes in both the encoder and the decoder is 128. In addition, we use
a multilayer 1D convolutional network as the critic network. The model parameters are
trained using the Adam optimizer. The fixed learning rate is 10−4.

Based on the above settings, we trained a SoS-Restoer model consisting of 20 HCN
nodes. The training process utilized a dataset consisting of one million data points.

6.1.3. Device Configuration

The experiments are performed on a computer configured with CPU: Intel i9-12900K
3.2GHz; GPU: NVIDIA RTX3090; RAM: 64GB; OS: 64-bit Ubuntu 16.04. The software
employed for development is Python 3.7.

6.2. Benchmarks

To accurately evaluate the performance of SoS-Restorer when faced with critical nodes
in complex networks under attack, we selected three classical repair strategies as our
benchmark algorithms [49,50].

• High Capability First (HCF): Sort the nodes in descending order of capability and
prioritize reconstructing the collaboration relationships between nodes with the high-
est capability.

• High Degree First (HDF): Sort the nodes in descending order of degree and prioritize
reconstructing the collaboration relationships between nodes with the highest degree.

• High Degree Adaptive (HDA): Sort the nodes in descending order of degree, recon-
struct the collaborative relationships between the nodes with the highest degrees, and
then recalculate the degrees of each node. Repeat the above steps continuously.

6.3. Performance Results
6.3.1. Solving Quality and Speed

The performance of solutions generated by different methods was systematically com-
pared through experiments conducted in two reconstruction cost scenarios: homogeneous
cost (p = 0) and heterogeneous cost (p = 1). For each scenario, experiments were conducted
on various network scales, including {20, 40, 60, 80} network nodes. Ten problem instances
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were randomly generated for each specific network scale, and the average reconstruction
effect of each algorithm was calculated. The solving quality of different algorithms under
the two reconstruction cost scenarios is illustrated in Figure 9, where a larger target value
Φ indicates better reconstruction results.
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Figure 9. The average reconstruction effect in two reconstruction cost scenarios by different algorithms.

As depicted in Figure 9, we can see that the quality of the solutions generated by
the SoS-Restorer is superior to that generated by the benchmark method in both the
homogeneous cost and heterogeneous cost scenarios. Specifically, for the homogeneous
cost scenario, regardless of the problem size, SoS-Restorer consistently outperforms the
baseline algorithm in terms of solution quality, and the accuracy of the SoS-Restorer can be
improved by about 20 ∼ 41% when compared to the well-performing HCF algorithm. For
the heterogeneous cost scenario, the accuracy of the SoS-Restorer can also be improved by
about 25 ∼ 60% compared to the HCF algorithm. Furthermore, regardless of the problem
size, the quality of the solution generated by the HCF method is always superior to the
HDF and HDA methods, indicating that reconstructing relationships between nodes with
higher capability leads often restores higher operational capability. Figure 10 visualizes the
solution to the HCN reconstruction problem; when faced with the same input instances,
SoS-Restorer can output HCN reconstruction strategies that better align with the needs of
the battlefield commander.

We plotted the box plots of solution time for SoS-Restorer in two different reconstruc-
tion cost scenarios, as shown in Figure 11. It can be observed that regardless of the scenario,
the SoS-Restorer can provide problem-solving solutions within a reasonable time frame.
As the size of the problem increases, SoS-Restorer adapts to the complexity by increasing
its solution time but still manages to generate battle plans for the commander to decide
within a few seconds.

6.3.2. Generalization Ability

A robust generalization capability allows the model to effectively adapt to novel
situations and to outperform its performance based on the training data alone. During the
training phase, SoS-Restorer is trained using instances that have a fixed range of information
throughput and operational capability for the HCN node. However, in real-world combat
scenarios, variations in the external environment, such as enemy electromagnetic jamming
and changes in terrain conditions, can have a significant impact on the physical attributes of
nodes. When there is a change in the attribute of the node in the SoS, it is necessary to adjust
the reconstruction strategy accordingly. From the above experiments on solving quality
and speed, we can conclude that regardless of network size, SoS-Restorer can quickly
produce high-quality solutions without the need for retraining. Therefore, SoS-Restorer
shows strong generalization ability when faced with networks of different sizes. Next,
we will adjust node attributes, such as node capacity and throughput range, to make
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them inconsistent with the node attribute range of the training phase, so that evaluate the
generalization performance of SoS-Restorer when network node attributes change.
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Figure 10. Visualization of the reconstruction results for different algorithms. Bright blue nodes
represent sensor entities, vivid green nodes represent decider entities, light yellow nodes indicate
influence entities, and pale purple nodes denote target entities. Light gray border represents existing
edges, light red border represents edges added during reconstruction. (a) Solution to the HCN
reconstruction generated by SoS-Restorer. (b) Solution to the HCN reconstruction generated by HCF.
(c) Solution to the HCN reconstruction generated by HDF. (d) Solution to the HCN reconstruction
generated by HDA.
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Figure 11. The solution time of SoS-Restorer for two reconstruction cost scenarios at the same scale.

Specifically, we modified the range of operational capability and throughput for SoS
nodes and then compared the average result of each algorithm on 10 problem instances
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when the cost-sensitive parameter p = 1. The results are shown in Table 3. We can see that
regardless of adjusting the range of node attributes, the solution quality of SoS-Restorer
is always better than the traditional methods. At the same time, we also drew a box plot
of the solving time for SoS-Restorer in specific scale problems as shown in Figure 12. It is
clear that SoS-Restorer can also find optimal solutions quickly.

Table 3. The average solution effect of each algorithm at different scales.

Algorithm Node20 Node40 Node60 Node80

SoS-Restorer 0.2988 0.1910 0.1814 0.2103
HCF 0.1539 0.1483 0.1620 0.1793
HDF 0.1579 0.1186 0.1183 0.1246
HDA 0.1068 0.0737 0.1032 0.1141
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Figure 12. The solution time of SoS-Restorer when cost-sensitive parameter p = 1. Box plots of
different colors represent the average solution time of SoS-Restorer at different problem sizes.

6.4. Summary of the Results

From the experimental results, we can conclude that SoS-Restorer can solve the UCSoS
reconstruction problem efficiently and effectively. Compared to the baseline algorithm,
SoS-Restorer shows some encouraging advantages, such as demonstrating strong general-
ization ability and finding high-quality solutions in a reasonable time frame, which can be
summarized as follows:

• Strong generalization ability: Once the network parameters of the proposed model
have been trained, it can be applied to new problems without needing re-training. In
our experiments, our method can accurately find the optimal reconstruction strategy
regardless of whether the reconstruction cost is homogeneous (p = 0) or heterogeneous
(p = 1) and regardless of the size of the problem instances.

• Achieving an optimal balance between solution speed and solution quality: Another
advantage of SoS-Restorer is that the optimization solution can be obtained directly
by simple forward propagation of deep neural networks. Therefore, the reconstructed
solution can always be found in a reasonable time while ensuring the quality of
the solutions.
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7. Conclusions

With the rapid iteration of advanced technology, the UCSoS has become increasingly
fragile and inevitably subject to interference. Thus, how to quickly reorganize existing
simple-functioning operational units into new UCSoS is a challenging task. In this paper,
in order to facilitate the modeling and optimization of the UCSoS reconstruction problem
with heterogeneous costs, we first abstract it as an HCN that includes different types of
entities and links and improve the measurement method for evaluating the effectiveness of
UCSoS reconstruction. Then, inspired by recent advances in the field of deep reinforcement
learning, we propose a DRL-based method called SoS-Restorer to quickly find optimal
reconstruction strategies. The personalized design of SoS-Restorer ensures its outstanding
performance in terms of its problem-solving quality, solution speed, and generalization
ability. Evaluation results show that SoS-Restorer can improve the solution quality by
about 20∼60% compared to traditional algorithms. In addition, SoS-Restorer can provide
reconstructed problem solutions within a few seconds to meet the demands of real-time
reconstruction in dynamic combat scenarios.
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